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Agenda Name Comments Support Oppose Neutral

1 23-626 From the Administrator, Housing Division, Department of Health
and Human Services, providing a public hearing opportunity regarding
Milwaukee County housing initiatives policies and resources.
(INFORMATIONAL ONLY UNLESS OTHERWISE DIRECTED BY THE
COMMITTEE)

1 0 0 0

16 23-55 eComments submitted to the Committee on Health Equity,
Human Needs, and Strategic Planning via the County Legislative
Information Center (CLIC).

*The Office of the County Clerk collects eComments via CLIC, and
appends these official public records to Reference File No. 23-55 at the
conclusion of each meeting.
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providing a public hearing opportunity regarding Milwaukee County housing initiatives policies and resources.
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Deanna Kloster
Location:



Submitted At:  9:50am 06-07-23

I am the Housing Program Manager for UnitedHealthcare for Wisconsin.  MCHD does an excellent job-- thank
you!    I attend all coalition meetings in the state and have a very good expertise in housing.  I would like to have a
greater role in Milwaukee.  I would like to be invited to the leadership meetings and also be part of committees.
How can I do this?   I have volunteered multiple times and asked to be invited.  Your Mlwk CoC all membership
meetings are basic.   deanna_kloster@uch.com

Agenda Item: eComments for 16 23-55 eComments submitted to the Committee on Health Equity, Human Needs, and Strategic
Planning via the County Legislative Information Center (CLIC).

*The Office of the County Clerk collects eComments via CLIC, and appends these official public records to Reference File No.
23-55 at the conclusion of each meeting.
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Brittni Shepard
Location:
Submitted At:  9:25am 06-07-23

Members of our community are being faced with a very dire housing situation that we need to collectively
address. Access to safe and adequate housing is a right afforded to us as members of the community. As
housing prices are rising quickly, members of far too many communities are being priced out of neighborhoods
where generations of traditions and connections have been established. Issues such as rapid property tax
increases that coincide with questionable (at best) assessments on property values, rapid increases in rent prices
year-over-year, information disparity regarding homeownership perpetuated by lending institutions, and a myriad
of other factors are causing housing insecurity among Milwaukee County residents. I am commenting in support
of the Housing Subcommittee that has been proposed, as it gives both visibility and accountability to those of us
who have a stake in this matter. That includes residents and elected officials alike. We all have a right and
obligation to be informed and armed with tools for successful building up on the many diverse and necessary
foundations our neighborhoods provide us.


